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California Energy Commission

RE: Docket 19-BSTD-08: California Needs Solar Roofs
null

California Energy Commission,
Our sun is our life force. We are in a global epidemic of nature challenging us on every level . We have polluted
the Earth we must live accordingly again to steward the health of the planet. If we change over from the electrical
dependency systems that charge our lives and we use the Sun as it is meant to be used it will benefit all. If humans
and businesses continue to utilize the same amount of electricity per day the Earth will not agree to support life as it
is. Predictable fires if we continue to depend on the current electrical and gas systems. We must educate and retrain
everyone from excessive Electric usage to turning off lights using daylight as our source of light. It is important that
we all change now to a natural state of a living requiring less light and energy from electricity. It's time to become
all inclusive and consider the creatures we are killing with our electrical systems. We humans are failing what
supports . All of us are citizen scientists creating new ways to lessen our Plastics use increase our natural products
use, Inspire others to Grow Foods in their yard and on their roofs. The movement is already starting in communities.
Solar can power growing food and cities and if done right with recycled and reused products to create the solar
panels we have a winning situation. It is urgent we find another way supporting solar through reusable Parts. Asking
the companies that Supply our electrical sources to become more solar oriented. Your proactive imposing of laws on
each community must occur in order to make this change happen now before it is too late. Our money resources
must be redirected. Please take your time to change the trajectory of how we use the Sun. Please support solar
energy so you can say you personally use your platform to inspire global change. We can have less fires worldwide.
Every roof missing solar panels made using recycled materials is a missed opportunity to create pollution-free solar
energy. No more we agreeing to polluting your children. Due to the predicted unending California fires, recognize
we are in an emergency situation the catastrophe has begun. I strongly impose upon you as my public servant, please
create a Law to demand recycled material made solar panels and install them from this important program. You Can
require solar installations on every new rooftop in California.
Sincerely, Roshana Coy
Sincerely,
Roshana Coy

